After School Hour
Programmes
Not all families are able to pick their child up Wednesday lunchtime
or other days at 15.00 hrs., therefore, on every school day, the
school organises After School Hour programmes at the different
locations. During these afternoons children are very busy with art,
craft, games, construction materials, puzzles, occasional baking,
eating a snack and playing outside.

School bus service
Children from the age of three years old and onwards can make
use of the school bus service. The service is owned and managed
by the school. A medium sized Mercedes bus and several smaller
Nissan vans with seat belts are used to do a door-to-door pick
up where possible. Each van has it’s own driver, therefore young
children feel confident and ready to use the service.

Holiday Camps
The school offers several holiday camp weeks a year. Each camp
is organised around a specific topic and is run by professional
staff from the school. In previous camps we have had topics on
dinosaurs, the cultures of different continents, ancient Egyptians,
artists, and the seasons. We take advantage of the good weather
and do activities outside including go on nature walks, play with a
splash pool, plant and maintain the garden, and make collections of
leaves, seeds, and wild flowers. Inside we cook and bake, do arts
and crafts, sing and dance, make performances, and play games.
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These camps are very popular and enjoyed by
all participators!
‘Hof Kleinenberg’
Kleinenbergstraat 97-99
1932 Sint-Stevens-Woluwe

A historic renovated rectangular farmhouse dating back to 1651, situated in a
green environment close to the city, offering a unique learning environment to
children aged 2 to 16 years old.
Classes:
Three Children’s Houses
Primary
IB Middle Years Programme
IB Candidate Diploma Programme

Age-ranges:
2 to 6 years old
6 to 11 years old: Years 1 to 5
From 11 years old onwards: Years 6 to 10
Year 11
17
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‘Hof Kleinenberg’
Kleinenbergstraat 97-99
1932 Sint-Stevens-Woluwe

‘Hof Kleinenberg’ served as a farm for 357
years till it was completely renovated and
restored to its former grandeur in 2008. It now
includes optimal learning environments catering
to the developmental needs of the different
age groups, a ‘historic’ school library, science
laboratory and multi-functional space used for
the arts, and special events such as markets and
exhibitions.
The rectangular building houses an international community of
children who have the courtyard as their central pivot point.
Learning happens inside and outside with the Secondary students
bringing a mature feel to it.
The outdoor grounds are extensive. It is used as play grounds for
the younger children, garden for vegetables, flower-beds, sports
and games for the older children. Under construction is an area for
animals, including some small ponies and sheep. Since the school
is situated on a small hill named ‘Kleinenberg’, the children can
zoom down on the flying fox.
The After School Hour Programme is available every day up to
18.00 hrs. and caters to a large group of children staying and
enjoying the facilities. The location is also used for the summer
camps.
Parking facilities are available at both sides of the building. We have
a ‘kiss and ride’ zone and a larger parking for parents who want to
spend a bit more time at pick up.
Door to door school bus service is available and the Secondary
students can use public transport with a bus stop very close to
school.

Contact details
Head of School and enrolment officer: Rinze Hoekstra
Phone: 02-721-2111
Fax: 02-720-3104
E-mail: montessori-woluwe@skynet.be

www.international-montessori.org

